JOIN THE MOVEMENT

CALL TO ACTION: PRINCIPLES FOR PRIORITY ACTION ON CLEAN COOKING FOR ALL

8 July 2021, 13:00-14:30 EST

Register online at:
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScF_udqA1LDJf_CHBljvdZk5ys7oEEr12c5f3FX0kFgKsg/viewform

In partnership with

Organized by
This side event will explore opportunities for catalyzing action by all stakeholders towards universal clean cooking access by 2030. Building on joint efforts by the Global Champions for Energy Access of the High-level Dialogue on Energy 2021, a “Call to Action: Principles for Priority Action on Clean Cooking for All” will be presented to prioritise clean cooking and call on all Member States and relevant stakeholders to sign up to it. Following high-level opening and expert presentations, an interactive discussion will explore the process of creating and registering an Energy Compact on Clean Cooking towards the High-level Dialogue on Energy, in contribution to SDG7 and net-zero emissions.

I. Opening remarks by Global Champions for Energy Access
II. Presentation of “Call to Action: Principles for Priority Action on Clean Cooking for All”
III. Expert Panel: Priority actions towards universal clean energy access
IV. Energy Compact process and Q/A: Presentation and Q/A (Secretariat)
V. Conclusion